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(57) ABSTRACT 

A multiple mode data communication system and method 
provides the flexibility to schedule wireless unit transmis 
sions and/or allow the wireless unit to transmit autono 
mously. In certain embodiments, the wireless units can 
transmit autonomously and/or use scheduling depending on 
the data rate, the length of the data packet or the type of data. 
For example, the wireless units can transmit autonomously 
at lower data rates and use scheduling at higher data rates. 
Thus, the multiple mode system enables wireless unit trans 
missions to be scheduled and/or be transmit autonomously, 
and wireless units can simultaneously operate in different 
scheduling and/or autonomous modes. Depending on the 
embodiment, the system can provide even greater flexibility 
in operation by permitting wireless units to be scheduled by 
a single base station, Scheduled by a multiplicity of base 
stations simultaneously or otherwise, via coordination 
between base stations, scheduled by a multiplicity of base 
stations in an uncoordinated and asynchronous manner, 
allowed to transmit autonomously, and/or allowed to trans 
mit autonomously under base station Supervision (i.e. rate 
control/adjustment by the base station). Additionally, a for 
ward and/or reverse link control channel structure is pro 
vided which can be used to implement the multiple mode 
data communication system and/or support various features 
enabling increased throughput over a shared data channel in 
a wireless communications system. 
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MULTIPLE MODE DATA COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEMAND METHOD AND FORWARD AND/OR 

REVERSE LINK CONTROL CHANNEL 
STRUCTURE 

PRIORITY STATEMENT 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. applica 
tion Ser. No. 09/861,967, the entire disclosure of which is 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. This invention relates to wireless communications 
and, more particularly, to a multiple mode data communi 
cation system and method and a forward and/or reverse link 
control channel structure to support various features. 
0004 2. Description of Related Art 
0005 Wireless communications systems include conven 
tional cellular communication systems which comprise a 
number of cell sites or base stations, geographically distrib 
uted to support transmission and receipt of communication 
signals to and from wireless units which may actually be 
stationary or fixed. Each cell site handles Voice communi 
cations over a particular region called a cell, and the overall 
coverage area for the cellular communication system is 
defined by the union of cells for all of the cell sites, where 
the coverage areas for nearby cell sites overlap to some 
degree to ensure (if possible) contiguous communications 
coverage within the outer boundaries of the systems cov 
erage area. 

0006 When active, a wireless unit receives signals from 
at least one base station or cell site over a forward link or 
downlink and transmits signals to (at least) one cell site or 
base station over a reverse link or uplink. There are many 
different schemes for defining wireless links or channels for 
a cellular communication system, including TDMA (time 
division multiple access), FDMA (frequency-division mul 
tiple access), and CDMA (code-division multiple access) 
schemes. In CDMA communications, different wireless 
channels are distinguished by different codes or sequences 
that are used to encode different information streams, which 
may then be modulated at one or more different carrier 
frequencies for simultaneous transmission. A receiver can 
recover a particular information stream from a received 
signal using the appropriate code or sequence to decode the 
received signal. 
0007 Due to the delay-intolerant nature of voice com 
munication, wireless units in conventional cellular systems 
transmit and receive over dedicated links between a wireless 
unit and a base station. Generally, each active wireless unit 
requires the assignment of a dedicated link on the forward 
link and a dedicated link on the reverse link. Traditional data 
applications are typically bursty and, unlike Voice commu 
nications, relatively delay tolerant. As such, using dedicated 
links to transmit data is an inefficient use of network 
resources. Wireless communications systems are evolving 
that will Support a variety of data services, such as wireless 
web browsing. 
0008. In a well known data only evolution of the third 
generation CDMA standard (hereinafter referred to as 3G-1X 
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EVDO), data is transmitted on the forward link over a time 
division multiplexed carrier at fixed data transmit powers 
but at variable data rates. Measured signal to interference 
ratio (SIR) at the receiver is used to determine a data rate 
which can be supported by the receiver. Typically, the 
determined data rate corresponds to a maximum data rate at 
which a minimum level of quality of service can be achieved 
at the wireless unit. Higher measured SIR translates into 
higher data rates, wherein higher data rates involve higher 
order modulation and weaker coding than lower data rates. 
To improve system throughput, the system allows the wire 
less unit with the best channel, and thereby the highest rate, 
to transmit ahead of wireless units with comparatively low 
channel quality. On the reverse link, each user transmits data 
using a code channel, and users transmit autonomously with 
little or no synchrony with other users. The base station can 
signal to the users on a forward link common control 
channel that a received power threshold has been exceeded. 
In response, the wireless units perform a persistence test to 
determine whether to increase or decrease the data rate. 

0009. In the Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys 
tem (UMTS), wireless units communicate with a base sta 
tion over dedicated channels. To provide efficient wireless 
data communications on the forward link, UMTS uses a 
shared channel which can be shared by a plurality of 
wireless units to receive data. To improve system through 
put, the system provides the wireless unit with the best 
reported rate access to the shared channel. On the reverse 
link, UMTS uses a time-multiplexed CPCH-(common 
packet channel) which is not completely defined, but pro 
posals have users transmitting data autonomously using a 
slotted ALOHA technique where users transmit at any time. 
If the wireless unit does not receive an acknowledgment, 
then the wireless unit re-transmits after a random integer 
number of time slots has passed. 

0010 A well known evolution of the third generation 
CDMA standard (hereinafter referred to as 3G-1xEV-DV), 
is being developed. On the forward link, voice, data and 
control information (including signaling and protocol infor 
mation) are transmitted on the same RF carriers using 
different Walsh codes. On the reverse link, multiple users 
transmit over the same RF carrier using the designated 
Walsh code(s) for the supplemental channel (R-SCH). Each 
user transmits over the R-SCH using the user's unique long 
code to distinguish the user from other users. 

0011 Two fundamental approaches to improve the 
throughput of the reverse link Supplemental channel have 
been proposed. One approach which evolved from the 3G 
CDMA standard is based on scheduling, where the user 
requests access to the Supplemental channel, and the base 
station allocates resources to the user for the transmission of 
data over the Supplemental channel. It appears that fast 
scheduling can deliver significant gains via higher data 
rates/shorter frames and hence better aggregate throughput 
even after considering the higher overheads. Another 
approach which evolved from 1xEV-DO is based on autono 
mous wireless unit transmission. The alternative autono 
mous approach to wireless unit data transmission may be 
considered with some kind of wireless unit-specific rate 
supervision by the base station. Harmonization of these two 
approaches has been suggested to expedite the reverse link 
development. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0012. The present invention involves a multiple mode 
data communication system and method with the flexibility 
to schedule wireless unit transmissions and/or allow the 
wireless unit to transmit autonomously. In certain embodi 
ments, the wireless units can transmit autonomously and/or 
use scheduling depending on the data rate, the length of the 
data packet or the type of data. For example, the wireless 
units can transmit autonomously at lower data rates and use 
scheduling at higher data rates. Thus, the multiple mode 
system enables wireless unit transmissions to be scheduled 
and/or be transmit autonomously, and wireless units can 
simultaneously operate in different scheduling and/or 
autonomous modes. Depending on the embodiment, the 
system can provide even greater flexibility in operation by 
permitting wireless units to be scheduled by a single base 
station, scheduled by a multiplicity of base stations simul 
taneously or otherwise, via coordination between base sta 
tions, scheduled by a multiplicity of base stations in an 
uncoordinated and asynchronous manner, allowed to trans 
mit autonomously, and/or allowed to transmit autonomously 
under base station Supervision (i.e. rate control/adjustment 
by the base station). 
0013 In accordance with another aspect of the present 
invention, a forward and/or reverse link control channel 
structure is provided which can be used to implement the 
multiple mode data communication system and/or support 
various features enabling increased throughput over a shared 
data channel in a wireless communications system. In cer 
tain embodiments, the control channel structure provides a 
common control channel(s) on the forward link to provide 
scheduling grants and for either indicating a waiting period 
or acknowledgement of data burst and/or providing rate 
control information. The wireless unit can monitor, receive 
and transmit on the basis of simultaneous or asynchronous 
schedule grants on the common control channel(s) from the 
base stations in the active set. Depending on the embodi 
ment, the control channel structure can provide a provision 
to allocate the total received power among multiple wireless 
units concurrently, asynchronous and adaptive incremental 
redundancy, a staggered approach to scheduling, acknowl 
edgement of the wireless unit data burst by all active set base 
stations for wireless units in Soft handoff, monitoring, recep 
tion and correct decoding of wireless unit data bursts by all 
active set base station and/or interference cancellation of 
data bursts from voice frames. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0014. Other aspects and advantages of the present inven 
tion may become apparent upon reading the following 
detailed description and upon reference to the drawings in 
which: 

0.015 FIG. 1 shows a general block diagram of the 
construction of an embodiment of the Reverse Request 
Update Channel (R-RUCH): 
0016 FIG. 2 shows a general block diagram of the 
construction of an embodiment of the Reverse Pilot Refer 
ence Channel (R-PRCH): 
0017 FIG. 3 shows a table with reverse link (RL) 
Encoder Packet Formats (EPFs); 
0018 FIG. 4 shows a general block diagram of the 
construction of an embodiment of the Reverse Encoder 
Packet Format Indicator Channel (R-EPFICH): 
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0019 FIG. 5 shows a general block diagram of the 
construction of an embodiment of the Reverse Hybrid ARQ 
Control Channel (R-HCCH): 
0020 FIG. 6 shows a general flow diagram of an example 
transmission procedure of the multiple mode data commu 
nication system in a non-handoff wireless unit in a sched 
uling mode with a transition to autonomous mode; 
0021 FIG. 7 shows a general flow diagram of an example 
transmission procedure of the multiple mode data commu 
nication system in a non-handoff wireless unit in a sched 
uling mode with waiting period indication option and a 
transition to autonomous mode; 
0022 FIG. 8 shows a general signal flow diagram of a 
single base station scheduling operation of the multiple 
mode data communication system with a wireless unit in 
handoff 
0023 FIG. 9 shows a general signal flow diagram of a 
multiple base station scheduling operation of the multiple 
mode data communication system with a wireless unit in 
handoff, and 
0024 FIG. 10 illustrates an advantage in the multiple 
base station scheduling operation of the multiple mode data 
communication system. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0025 Illustrative embodiments of a multiple mode data 
communication system in accordance with aspects of the 
present invention implemented using a forward and/or 
reverse link control channel structure in accordance with 
other aspects of the present invention are described with 
respect to a 1xEV-DV system using a reverse link data 
channel where the reverse link channel is a Supplemental 
channel (R-SCH). The supplemental channel is formed by 
using an RF carrier and the designated Walsh code(s), 
whereby a wireless unit transmits on the Supplemental 
channel using a long code to distinguish from other wireless 
units. The system provides a hybrid or harmonizing 
approach allowing a wireless unit to be scheduled and/or 
transmit autonomously over the reverse link data channel or 
R-SCH. The system enables a centralized approach to SCH 
assignment at the base station. A scheduling method is 
disclosed in U.S. patent application / entitled 
“Method to Control Uplink Transmissions. In a Wireless 
Communication System filed May 8, 2001 to Gopalakrish 
nan et al. and assigned to the same assignee as the present 
application. Scheduling by the base station can have signifi 
cant advantages. As a byproduct of scheduling, minimizing 
the number of simultaneous users at any given instant allows 
for improved individual through puts and hence higher 
network throughputs. Scheduling, however, may incur 
higher overhead than the autonomous scheme. Abalance can 
be struck by giving the wireless unit Some autonomy at the 
lower data rates and data Volumes. 

0026. Additional flexibility can be provided by enabling 
the wireless unit to be: a) scheduled by a single base station, 
b) scheduled by a multiplicity of base stations simulta 
neously or otherwise, via coordination between base sta 
tions, c) scheduled by a multiplicity of base stations in an 
uncoordinated and asynchronous manner, d) allowed to 
transmit autonomously, e) allowed to transmit autonomously 
under base station Supervision (i.e. rate control/adjustment 
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by the base station), or f) any combination or sequence of (a) 
through (e). Throughput can be further enhanced using 
hybrid automatic retransmission request (ARQ) (Incremen 
tal Redundancy or Combining). 

0027. In this embodiment, the forward and reverse link 
control channel structure is provided to enabling Such flex 
ible operation. The forward and reverse control channel 
structure includes four control channels on the reverse link, 
reverse request update channel (R-RUCH), the reverse pilot 
reference channel (R-PRCH), the encoder packet format 
indicator channel (R-EPFICH) and the H-ARQ control 
channel (R-HCCH). On the forward link, a forward uplink 
scheduling channel (F-USCH) and a Forward uplink control 
and acknowledgement channel (F-UCACH) are used. 

0028. On the reverse link, the Reverse Request Update 
Channel (R-RUCH) reports the current status of the wireless 
units buffers. It alerts the base station to the wireless units 
presence, and triggers Subsequent scheduling of the wireless 
unit by base stations that receive this channel from the 
wireless unit. FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of an embodi 
ment of the R-RUCH structure which carries a 6 bit indicator 
of mobile buffer size as a scheduling request over a 10 ms. 
frame. The bit indicator field specifies the wireless unit 
buffer size in multiples of blocks of bits, such as multiples 
of 768 bits. All zeroes indicates an empty buffer, and all ones 
is a 384 bit buffer size indicator which corresponds to the 
smallest buffer size in this embodiment. As such, when the 
wireless unit wants to schedule the transmission of its data 
buffer, the wireless unit sends the buffer size, and all Zeroes 
are sent when the wireless unit is done or if the wireless unit 
wants to go to autonomous data transmission. When the 
wireless unit enters or leaves a handoff Zone (or changes the 
active set representing the base station(s) in active commu 
nication with the wireless unit), the R-RUCH can be used to 
send a request to change the set of scheduling base stations, 
So any new base stations knows of the request and can start 
scheduling independent of previous requests. The R-RUCH 
can be gated off when no request updates are needed. Thus, 
the R-RUCH can be used to activate a scheduling and/or 
autonomous mode of operation with the base station(s) in 
the active set by transmitting a series of bits to the active set 
base station(s), for example when a wireless unit’s active set 
changes moving into or out of handoff. 

0029. As shown, the Reverse Request Update symbol 
(one six bit symbol per 10 ms.) is provided to an encoder 10 
which produces a 24 bit symbol from the 6 bit symbol. The 
resulting 24 bit symbol is repeated at block 12 to produce a 
48 bit symbol every 10 ms. The 48 bit symbol is signal point 
mapped Such that a 0 is a +1 and a 1 is a -1 at block 14. 
Finally, the resulting signal is mixed by mixer 16 with a 
Walsh code such as a Walsh code in the family of W, such 
as one of the Was, W.W. and War codes, to 
produce the R-RUCH at 1.2288 Megachips per second 
(Mcps). 

0030) The Reverse Pilot Reference Channel (R-PRCH) 
reports the wireless unit pilot strength to the base station to 
enable the base station to calculate the instantaneous path 
loss to the wireless unit (and hence the ability of the mobile 
to support different data rates). The frequency with which 
the pilot reference is sent may be adjusted by an upper layer 
message from the base station to the wireless unit. It is also 
possible to configure the system so that the pilot reference 
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will be sent only when it is in a one-base station connection 
and not when the wireless unit is in soft handoff. The 
R-PRCH can be gated off if not needed. FIG. 2 shows a 
block diagram of an embodiment of the R-PRCH structure 
which carries a 6 bit quantization of the wireless unit 
transmit power at 10 ms. As shown, the Pilot Reference 
Symbols (one six bit symbol per 10 ms.) is provided to an 
encoder 20 which produces a 24 bit symbol from the 6 bit 
symbol. The resulting 24 bit symbol is repeated at block 22 
to produce a 48 bit symbol every 10 ms. The 48 bit symbol 
is signal point mapped such that a 0 is a +1 and a 1 is a -1 
at block 24. Finally, the resulting signal is mixed by mixer 
26 with a Walsh code such as a Walsh code in the family of 
W’, such as one of the Was, W., W. and 
W" codes, to produce the R-PRCH at 1.2288 Megachips 
per second (Mcps). 

0.031) The Encoder Packet Format Indicator Channel 
(R-EPFICH) contains the format, i.e. a unique specification 
of the size, duration, and data rate, of the wireless units 
current transmission. Thus, the format allows the base 
station to determine the size, duration, and rate of a wireless 
units data burst transmission without ambiguity. Since the 
format also implies specific coding and modulation param 
eters, the base station may decode the wireless unit's trans 
mission successfully. In this embodiment, the R-EPFICH 
accompanies the data burst and implicitly indicates the data 
rate, data burst or packet size, and duration, such as in the 
number of time slots, using a total of 4 bits. In cases where 
the wireless unit is being handed off the new base station 
needs to know the format of the data being sent. The 4 bits 
designate the encoder packet format and refer to an entry in 
the Reverse Link ratefencoder packet lookup table shown in 
FIG. 3. In this embodiment, the R-EPFICH accompanies a 
wireless unit’s data burst transmissions either when 1) it is 
in handoff between two or more base stations, 2) when it is 
making an unscheduled transmission (autonomous), or 3) 
when it is unable to obey the encoder packet format specified 
by the scheduling base station. Thus, the R-EPFICH can be 
transmitted with encoder packet format along with the data 
burst to enable all active set base stations to decode the 
wireless unit's data burst. As such, the sending of the 
R-EPFICH along with the data burst enables reception of the 
wireless unit transmissions by multiple base stations. The 
R-EPFICH can be gated off when not needed. In this 
embodiment, if a data burst is not sent, the R-EPFICH is not 
sent. If a data burst is sent, the R-EPFICH may be sent. 
0032 FIG. 4 shows a block diagram of an embodiment of 
the R-EPFICH structure which carries a 4 bit packet format 
field per 2.5 milliseconds (ms) frame which in this embodi 
ment corresponds to the minimum duration of an allocation 
of the SCH. As shown, the EPF symbols (one 4 bit symbol 
per 2.5 ms frame) is provided to an encoder 40 which 
produces a 12 bit symbol from the 4 bit symbol. The 
resulting 12 bit symbol is produced every 2.5 ms frame. The 
12 bit symbol is signal point mapped such that a 0 is a +1 
and a 1 is a -1 at block 44. Finally, the resulting signal is 
mixed by mixer 46 with a Walsh code such as a Walsh code 
in the family of W’, such as one of the Was, W. 
W, and Wa, codes, to produce the R-EPFICH at 
1.2288 Megachips per second (Mcps). 

0033. The Reverse Hybrid ARQ Control Channel 
(R-HCCH) indicates whether or not a data burst being 
transmitted is different from, or a modified version of the 
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same information, as the previous transmission. Thus, the 
HCCH bits could indicate that the current transmission is the 
nth version (both base station and mobile are aware of the 
mechanism by which these versions of the original data are 
derived) of the same data block. For example, if incremental 
redundancy is being used for signal reconstruction, the 
number n of the version of the data burst being retransmitted 
with incremental redundancy, where n=0 . . . 3 in this 
embodiment, can be indicated. If combining is being used 
where retransmissions of the same data burst are power 
combined, then the bits can indicate which retransmission is 
being sent. Additional R-HCCH bits may also be used to 
enable multiple streams of communication from the mobile 
to the base station. 

0034). In this embodiment, the R-HCCH contains 3 bits to 
aid in Hybrid automatic retransmission request (H-ARQ) 
operation in the base station which combines error correc 
tion and retransmission. Two bits are used to identify the 
data burst sequence number (00 is a new indicator or first in 
the sequence), and 1 bit is used to indicate which of 2 
H-ARQ streams is being used. At the wireless unit, two 
virtual streams are produced for the data. In this embodi 
ment, a data burst is sent on a first stream. Before a second 
packet can be sent on the first stream, an acknowledgment 
for the first data burst must be received. But, before an 
acknowledgement is received for the first data burst, a 
second data burst can be sent on the second stream. If an 
acknowledgement is received for the first data burst while 
the second data burst is sent, then a third data burst can be 
sent on the first stream before the acknowledgment is 
received for the second data burst and so on. The R-HCCH 
can be gated off when not needed. 
0035). As shown in FIG. 5, the Reverse Hybrid ARQ 
control symbol (2 bit sub-packet packet or burst identifier 
SPID and 1 bit ARQ channel identifier ACID) is provided 
per data burst to an encoder 50 which produces a 12 bit 
symbol from the 3 bit symbol. The resulting 12 bit symbol 
can be repeated n times (n=1, 2, or 4) at block 52 to produce 
12n bit symbol per 2.5 ms. The 12nbit symbol is signal point 
mapped such that a 0 is a +1 and a 1 is a -1 at block 54. 
Finally, the resulting signal is mixed by mixer 56 with a 
Walsh code such as a Walsh code in the family of W, such 
as one of the W. W. W. and Wa, codes, 
to produce the R-HCCH at 1.2288 Megachips per second 
(Mcps). 

0036) On the forward link, the Forward Uplink Schedul 
ing Channel (F-USCH) is a common control channel used to 
provide schedule grants to the requesting party. In this 
embodiment, the F-USCH identifies the wireless unit that is 
to transmit at the prescribed time and specifies the trans 
mission format unambiguously. In the context of this sys 
tem, the transmission format consists of the size of the 
transmission (in bits), the rate at which the transmission is 
to occur (in bits per second), and the duration of the 
transmission (in seconds). Knowledge of any two of these 
fields implies knowledge of the third. The transmission 
format may be communicated by specifying any two of 
these three fields in Some manner, either explicitly or as a 
pointer to an entry in a lookup table. Implicit in the trans 
mission format is the coding and modulation used for the 
particular transmission. In this embodiment, the F-USCH is 
a time division multiplexed (TDM) channel with schedule 
grants to individual wireless units every 2.5 ms. The 
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F-USCH contains a wireless unit identification (MAC ID) 
and an encoder packet format (EPF) field which is a 4 bit 
index into the Reverse Link (RL) ratefencoder packet lookup 
table. The EPF gives an entry into the RL ratefencoder 
packet lookup table which gives a unique combination of 
data rate, encoder packet size and number of slots. Given its 
TDM nature, the F-USCH provides overlap of data burst 
transmissions from different wireless units. Alternatively, a 
two channel structure enabling the same functionality as the 
F-USCH can be used. 

0037. The Forward Uplink Control and Acknowledge 
ment Channel (F-UCACH) is used to both control and 
acknowledge transmissions from the wireless unit. For 
example, the F-UCACH is a common control channel used 
to either indicate a waiting period or acknowledge transmis 
sions to the wireless unit and can also provide rate control 
information. The acknowledgement (or negative acknowl 
edgement) aspect may be used to inform the wireless unit 
that the base station is aware of its presence in the cell. It 
may also be used to inform the wireless unit whether or not 
a data burst from a wireless unit has been received success 
fully. In its control aspect it can be used to control the 
rate/power at which the wireless unit transmits. In the case 
of the 1xEV-DV system, the F-UCACH has a 2.5 ms frame 
length. In this interval, there are two bits of which one bit 
indicates the acknowledgement (ACK)/negative acknowl 
edgement (NACK) of a data burst, and the second bit 
specifies a rate adjustment of the wireless unit transmission 
(either rate/power up or rate/power down). Alternatively, a 
two channel structure enabling the same functionality as the 
F-UCACH can be used where one channel carries rate 
control/waiting period information and the other channel 
carries ACK/NACK feedback. As will be described below, 
depending on the mode of operation and/or the embodiment, 
the two bits of the F-UCACH can take on different mean 
1ngS. 

0038. By implementing the two forward link control 
channels as common channels, an additional efficiency is 
realized. A common channel is shared by multiple users as 
opposed to a dedicated channel, which is limited to a single 
user. Thus, in the alternative implementation, multiple dedi 
cated channels are required, one for each of the users in the 
system. 

0039. Alternative embodiments may give different (and 
context sensitive) meanings to the bits carried on the control 
channels on the forward and reverse links. In one embodi 
ment, the bits carried on the F-UCACH represent the dif 
ferent time intervals (say 20, 40, 80 or 160 ms when there 
are 2 bits on the F-UCACH frame per user) the wireless unit 
can expect to wait before it is scheduled. Any one of the four 
2 bit combinations possible is transmitted on the F-UCACH 
to convey this information in response to any request from 
the wireless unit for its transmissions to be scheduled. The 
request from the wireless unit may be carried either as an 
indication of buffer status on the R-RUCH or, an update of 
the pilot reference on the R-PRCH. In this embodiment, a 
response on the F-UCACH is also an implicit acknowledge 
ment of the receipt of the mobile transmission by the base 
station (in the absence of immediate scheduling information 
on the F-USCH). The absence of a transmission on both the 
F-UCACH and the F-USCH indicates to the wireless unit 
that the base station has not received its transmission (either 
on the R-RUCH or the R-PRCH). The wireless unit may 
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decide based on the waiting period information whether it 
should continue to wait for being scheduled or whether it 
should transit to Autonomous Transmission mode by send 
ing a zero buffer indication on the R-RUCH to cancel the 
previous scheduling request. In the handoff case where 
multiple base stations are scheduling the user, the waiting 
period information may also provide the wireless unit with 
Some knowledge of the relative delay at the base stations, 
including any base stations who have not made a schedule 
grant. 

0040. The expected waiting period information on 
F-UCACH also helps eliminate the unnecessary pilot refer 
ence updates. During the expected waiting period, the wire 
less unit still can send pilot reference updates, but only when 
the pilot reference is significantly improved. The pilot 
reference update then triggers Subsequent scheduling earlier 
than originally expected. 
0041. The control channel structure described above can 
be used to provide more flexible operation in the transmis 
sion of data on the reverse link. The control channel struc 
ture can be implemented to provide more flexible scheduling 
schemes according to the multiple mode data transmission 
system according to the aspects of the present invention. For 
example, wireless units that are not in handoff are scheduled 
by the corresponding base station for all data bursts except 
for transmissions whose total size is less than or equal to 384 
bits (for example Transport Control Protocol (TCP) ACKs). 
TCP ACKs that cannot be piggybacked, appended or 
attached to other data go unscheduled on the R-SCH at 9.6 
kbps using the 40 ms frames and are accompanied by the 
R-EPFICH. Unscheduled transmissions are also acknowl 
edged by the base station on the F-UCACH. Wireless units 
that are in softer handoff (simultaneously communicating 
with multiple sectors of the same cell) can be scheduled 
simultaneously at the sectors. Wireless units that are in soft 
handoff may be scheduled by either one or all active set 
members. 

0042. In order for active set base stations to decode a data 
burst from the wireless unit, the EPF of the data burst must 
be known at the active set base stations. As such, soft 
handoff wireless units always transmit the EPF on the 
R-EPFICH along with the data burst. To enable scheduling 
by all active set base stations, the wireless units may resend 
the current buffer status on the R-RUCH. The R-RUCH 
serves as a trigger for the active set base stations to start 
scheduling the wireless unit and also provides the necessary 
information to each of the schedulers at the active set base 
stations. An all Zero indication on the R-RUCH informs the 
active set base stations that the wireless unit has emptied its 
buffer. Additionally, the wireless unit in soft handoff may 
also transmit autonomously, for example up to a certain rate 
and duration, if it is not obtaining a pre-specified throughput 
via schedule grants. 
0043. The following examples show how the control 
channel structure described above enables the operation of 
the multiple mode data communication system in a flexible 
a. 

0044) Case 1: Scheduled Operation (Non-Handoff) 
0045 1. Wireless unit transmits the R-RUCH and the 
R-PRCH (buffer status and implied path loss to base station) 
0046 2. Base Station responds on the R-UCACH with an 
acknowledgement 
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0047 3. Wireless unit continues to resend the R-PRCH at 
regular intervals 

0048 4. Base Station sends schedule grant to mobile at 
some subsequent time, on the F-USCH 

0049) 5. Wireless unit transmits R-SCH (the actual data), 
R-HCCH, and the R-PRCH. The R-EPFICH is also sent if 
it cannot maintain the data format indicated by the base 
Station on the F-USCH. 

0050. 6. Base Station Acknowledges on the F-UCACH 

0051 7. Wireless unit waits for next schedule grant or 
sends R-RUCH with all Zeros to indicate empty buffers 
(optional) 

0052 FIG. 6 shows a flow diagram of a case 1 embodi 
ment of how the processing circuitry in a non-handoff 
wireless unit uses the control channel structure to operate 
using the multiple mode data communication system in a 
scheduling mode with a transition to an autonomous mode. 
As shown in block 60, the wireless unit is in scheduling 
mode. The processing circuitry proceeds to block 64 where 
the wireless unit transmits the R-RUCH and the R-PRCH 
(buffer status and implied path loss to base station). Also, the 
processing circuitry monitors F-USCH and F-UCACH. If at 
block 66 the base station responds on the F-UCACH with an 
ACK, the processing circuitry then prepares a new trans 
mission at block 67 and determines at block 68 if the 
F-USCH was received. If not, the processing circuitry 
determines whether to give up scheduling at block 70. If so, 
the processing circuitry proceeds to block 72 where the 
wireless unit sends R-RUCH with Zero buffer size to cancel 
the request. At block 73, the processing circuitry determines 
if an ACK is received on F-UCACH. If not, the processing 
circuitry returns to block 72. If so, the processing circuitry 
enters the autonomous mode at block 74. 

0053) If, at block 70, the processing circuitry of the 
wireless unit determines not to give up scheduling, the 
wireless unit sends R-PRCH at regular intervals at block 76. 
When the F-USCH is received at block 68, the processing 
circuitry proceeds to block 78 to determine whether the 
wireless unit can obey the scheduling EPF. If so, at block 80, 
the wireless unit sends the data on R-SCH based on the 
scheduling EPF, and the R-EPFICH is gated off. Also, 
R-HCCH is transmitted for HARQ operation. Otherwise, if 
the wireless unit cannot obey the scheduling EPF at block 
78, the wireless unit sends data on R-SCH based on the 
self-modified EPF on R-EPFICH at block 82. Also, the 
wireless unit transmits the R-HCCH for HARQ operation. 
After the data is sent, the wireless unit determines if an 
acknowledgement (ACK) has been received on F-UCACH 
at block 84. If not, the transmitter prepares for re-transmis 
sion at block 86 and then proceeds to block 76. If at block 
84 an ACK is received, the processing circuitry proceeds to 
block 88 to determine if the buffer is empty. If the buffer is 
not empty, the transmitter prepares the new transmission at 
block 90 and proceeds to block 76. If the buffer is empty, the 
wireless unit sends R-RUCH with Zero buffer size at block 
92 and determines if an ACK is received on F-UCACH at 
block 94. If not, the processing circuitry proceeds to block 
92. If so, the processing circuitry exits the procedure at block 
96. 
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0054 Case 1a: Scheduled Operation (Non-Handoff with 
Waiting Period Option Enabled ) 
0055 1. Wireless unit transmits the R-RUCH and the 
R-PRCH (buffer status and implied path loss to base station) 
0056 2. Base Station responds on the R-UCACH with 
Waiting Period Indicator. 
0057 3. Wireless unit monitors F-USCH for scheduling 
information. During the waiting period, the R-PRCH is sent 
only when there is a significant improvement on the path 
loss. The R-PRCH is sent at the end of the waiting period if 
the mobile has not yet been scheduled. 
0.058 4. Base Station sends schedule grant to wireless 
unit at some subsequent time, on the F-USCH. 
0059) 5. Wireless unit transmits R-SCH (the actual data), 
R-HCCH, and the R-PRCH. The R-EPFICH is also sent if 
it cannot maintain the data format indicated by the base 
Station on the F-USCH. 

0060) 6. Base Station Acknowledges on the F-UCACH. 
Here the UCACH bit serve to acknowledge successful or 
unsuccessful reception of the user's data burst transmission. 
0061 7. Wireless unit waits for next schedule grant or 
sends R-RUCH with all Zeros to indicate empty buffers 
(optional) 

0062 FIG. 7 shows a flow diagram of a case 1a embodi 
ment of how the processing circuitry in a non-handoff 
wireless unit uses the control channel structure to operate in 
a scheduling mode with a waiting period indication option 
and transition to an autonomous mode. As shown in block 
100, the wireless unit enters the scheduling mode and 
prepares a new transmission at block 102. The wireless unit 
transmits the R-RUCH and the R-PRCH at block 104 and 
monitors F-USCH and F-UCACH during the next frame. If, 
at block 106, the base station responds on the F-UCACH 
with a waiting period indicator (WPI), the processing cir 
cuitry then determines at block 108 if the F-USCH was 
received. If not, the processing circuitry returns to block 
104. If the F-USCH is received at block 108, the processing 
circuitry proceeds to block 110 to determine whether the 
wireless unit can obey the scheduling EPF. If so, at block 
112, the wireless unit sends the data on R-SCH based on the 
scheduling EPF and R-EPFICH is gated off. Also, R-HCCH 
is transmitted for HARQ operation. Otherwise, if the wire 
less unit cannot obey the scheduling EPF at block 110, the 
wireless unit sends data on R-SCH based on the self 
modified EPF on R-EPFICH at block 114. Also, the wireless 
unit transmits the R-HCCH for HARQ operation. After the 
data is sent, the wireless unit waits for an acknowledgement 
(ACK) on F-UCACH at block 116. 
0063) Ifat block 106, the F-UCACH is not received, the 
processing circuitry proceeds to block 120 to determine the 
estimated waiting period. The processing circuitry then 
determines whether to give up scheduling at block 122. If so, 
the processing circuitry proceeds to block 124 where the 
wireless unit sends R-RUCH with the Zero buffer size to 
cancel the request. If at block 125 an acknowledgement 
(ACK) is received, the wireless unit enters the autonomous 
mode at block 126. If an ACK is not received, the processing 
circuitry returns to block 124. If at block 122 the processing 
circuitry determines not to give up scheduling, the process 
ing circuitry resets the waiting period timer and monitors the 
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F-USCH at block 128. If at block 130 the F-USCH is 
received, the processing circuitry proceeds to block 110. 
Otherwise, the processing circuitry proceeds to block 132 to 
determine if the waiting period has ended. If so, the pro 
cessing circuitry proceeds to block 134 where the R-PRCH 
update is sent and F-USCH is monitored for the next frame. 
If at block 135 the WPI is received on F-UCACH, the 
processing circuitry proceeds to block 120. If the WPI is not 
received, the processing circuitry determines if F-USCH has 
been received at block 136. If so, the processing circuitry 
proceeds to block 110. If not, the processing circuitry 
proceeds to block 134. Ifat block 132, the waiting period has 
not ended, the processing circuitry determines at block 137 
whether the pilot reference is improved by X dB. If so, the 
processing circuitry goes to block 134. If not, the processing 
circuitry proceeds to block 130. 
0064. At block 116, the processing circuitry determines 
whether an ACK is received on F-UCACH. If not, the 
transmitter prepares for re-transmission at block 138 and 
proceeds to block 134. If so, the processing circuitry deter 
mines whether the buffer is empty at block 140. If the buffer 
is not empty, the transmitter prepares a new transmission at 
block 141 and goes to block 134. If the buffer is empty, the 
wireless unit sends R-RUCH with Zero buffer size at block 
142. If at block 144 an ACK is received on F-UCACH, the 
processing circuitry exits the procedure at block 146. Oth 
erwise, the processing circuitry returns to block 142. 
0065 Case 2: Maintaining Scheduling and Reception 
during Handoff 
0066 1. All wireless unit data bursts are accompanied by 
the R-EPFICH and R-HCCH. Thus all base Stations in the 
active set know the format of the wireless unit’s transmis 
sion and can decode it. This information is essential since 
none of the base stations can be certain apriori, as to the 
format and state (new or continued transmission) of the 
wireless unit's transmission. 

0067 2. The R-PRCH may or not be transmitted at 
regular intervals. If it is transmitted, the frequency of this 
transmission may be changed (lowered or set to Zero) when 
the wireless unit in is handoff (via an upper layer message 
during data call setup). 
0068. 3. Either one or all the base stations send the 
schedule grant to the wireless unit on their respective 
F-USCH and acknowledge the wireless unit's transmissions 
on their respective F-UCACH. If the schedule grants and 
acknowledgements are simultaneous, the wireless unit fol 
lows a rule to determine its transmission format. In all other 
cases, the wireless unit transmits following the earliest 
schedule grant. A positive acknowledgement from either 
base station is interpreted by the wireless unit as a Successful 
transmission. 

0069 4. To retrigger the scheduling mechanism in the 
handoff Zone, from being scheduled by a single base station 
to being scheduled by all the active set base stations, the 
wireless unit transmits on the R-RUCH. The wireless unit 
also transmits on the R-PRCH at the same time that the 
R-RUCH is transmitted. This enables Active Set Base Sta 
tions to appropriately schedule the wireless unit. 
0070 FIG. 8 shows a signal flow diagram for a case 2 
example of single base station scheduling for a wireless unit 
150 in handoff with base station 152 (BS1) and base station 
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154 (BS2). In this scenario assume that the wireless unit was 
being serviced by BS1 alone before it moved into handoff. 
BS1 schedules the wireless unit 150 at time t1 whereby the 
base station assigns the wireless unit and the EPFs and 
informs the wireless unit of the schedule grant as indicated 
by arrow 156. BS2 does not schedule the wireless unit even 
though it is in the wireless units active set. It, however, 
monitors the wireless units reverse channels. The wireless 
unit 150 transmits a data burst using appropriate power, rate 
and duration indicated by BS1 (if possible) at time t1+delta1 
ms. along with R-EPFICH as indicated by arrows 158 and 
160. BS1 decodes the data burst from the wireless unit 150 
and sends an ACK/NACK at time t1+burst duration--delta 
ms as indicated by arrow 162. BS2 decodes the data burst 
from the wireless unit 150 using the information in the 
R-EPFICH and sends ACK/NACK at time t1+burst dura 
tion--delta ms as indicated by arrow 164. The wireless unit 
150 deems the transmission successful if either base station 
152 or 154 ACKs. In the next transmission, the wireless unit 
150 sends the R-EPICH and the R-HCCH to flush out the 
buffer of the base station that was unsuccessful in decoding 
the previous transmission. When the wireless unit 150 
moves out of handoff, it can change the scheduling base 
station by transmitting the R-RUCH. 
0071 FIG. 9 shows a signal flow diagram for another 
case 2 example of multiple base station scheduling for a 
wireless unit 170 in handoff with base station 172 (BS1) and 
base station 174 (BS2). In this scenario, both base stations 
172 and 174 assign the wireless unit EPF (rate, duration and 
size) independently. This operation can be coordinated or 
synchronized if the backhaul permits. BS1 schedules the 
wireless unit 170 at til and informs the wireless unit 170 by 
transmitting a schedule grant as indicated by arrow 176. BS2 
schedules the wireless unit 170 at time t2 (t2=t1+2.5 ms) and 
informs the wireless unit with a schedule grant as indicated 
by arrow 178 because it has not yet detected the wireless 
units data burst transmission. Once it detects the wireless 
unit data burst, it will not schedule the user for the burst 
duration. As indicated by arrows 180 and 182, the wireless 
unit 170 transmits a data burst using appropriate power, rate 
and duration indicated by BS1 (if possible) at time t1+delta1 
ms. along with R-EPFICH. The wireless unit 170 receives 
and ignores the BS2 schedule grant. BS1 is successful in 
decoding the wireless unit’s data burst and sends ACK at 
time t1+burst duration--delta ms as indicated by arrow 184. 
BS2 is unsuccessful in decoding the wireless units data 
burst and sends a NACK at time t1+burst duration--delta ms 
as indicated by arrow 186. The wireless unit 170 acts on the 
basis of the ACK from BS1. The next data transmission of 
the wireless unit can be scheduled by either BS1 or BS2. The 
wireless unit 170 sends the R-EPFICH and R-HCCH to flush 
out BS2's buffer during this transmission as indicated by 
arrows 188 and 190. 

0072 FIG. 10 shows a signal flow diagram to illustrate a 
handoff advantage for a case 2 example of multiple base 
station scheduling for a wireless unit 200 in handoff with 
base station 202 (BS1) and base station 204 (BS2). In this 
scenario, both base stations 172 and 174 assign the wireless 
unit EPF (rate, duration and size) independently. This opera 
tion can be coordinated or synchronized if the backhaul 
permits. BS1 schedules the wireless unit 200 at til and 
informs the wireless unit 200 of the schedule grant as 
indicated by arrow 206. BS2 schedules the wireless unit 200 
at time t2 (t2=t1+2.5 ms) and informs the wireless unit of the 
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schedule grant as indicated by arrow 208 because it has not 
yet detected the wireless units data burst transmission. 
Once it detects the wireless unit data burst, it will not 
schedule the user for the burst duration. As indicated by 
arrows 210 and 212, the wireless unit 200 transmits a data 
burst using appropriate power, rate and duration indicated by 
BS1 (if possible) at time t1+deltal ms. along with R-EP 
FICH. The wireless unit 200 receives and ignores the BS2 
schedule grant. BS1 is unsuccessful in decoding the wireless 
units data burst and sends NACK at time t1+burst duration+ 
delta ms as indicated by arrow 214. BS2 is successful in 
decoding the wireless units data burst and sends a ACK at 
time t1+burst duration--delta ms as indicated by arrow 216. 
Hence, handoff gain is obtained. Note, BS2 attempts to 
decode the wireless unit data burst independent of whether 
it scheduled it or not. Finally, the wireless unit 200 acts on 
the basis of the ACK from BS2. The next data transmission 
of the wireless unit can be scheduled by either BS1 or BS2. 
The wireless unit 200 sends out the R-EPFICH and 
R-HCCH to flush out BS1s buffer during this transmission 
as indicated by arrows 218 and 220. 

0.073 Case 3: Change in Handoff State of the Mobile 

0074 1. The normal handoff procedures are followed to 
update the active set of base stations at the network. 

0075 2. If the wireless unit desires a change in schedul 
ing base stations to the full set of current active set base 
stations, it transmits on the R-RUCH to enable scheduler 
operation at these base stations. The current status of the 
wireless unit buffer is indicated. 

0.076 3. The wireless unit also transmits on the R-PRCH 
at the same time that the R-RUCH is transmitted. This 
enables active set base stations to appropriately schedule the 
wireless unit. 

0077 Case 4: Autonomous Operation (with Base Station 
Rate Control) 

0078 1. Wireless unit and Base Station negotiate a maxi 
mum data rate for autonomous transmission during data call 
set-up 

0079 2. Wireless unit sends R-SCH, R-EPFICH, and 
R-HCCH. The R-PRCH may or may not be sent depending 
on power availability at the wireless unit, to assist rate 
control by the base station. 

0080) 3. The Base Station(s) acknowledge on the 
F-UCACH (using an acknowledgement bit) and indicate a 
change in rate for Subsequent transmissions on the 
F-UCACH (in the same frame as the acknowledgement, 
using an additional bit). The rate commands may be used to 
either (a) constrain autonomous operation to the lowest data 
rate, or (b) preclude autonomous transmissions by the wire 
less unit except for the transmission of the Smallest data 
blocks at the lowest data rates. 

0081. 4. The Base Station does not transmit schedule 
grants for the wireless unit on the F-USCH as long as it 
detects autonomous transmissions by the wireless unit. 

0082 5. Schedule grants received by the wireless unit 
during burst transmissions are ignored. 
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0083) Case 5: Softer Handoff Operation 
0084 1. Both sectors have the option of granting the 
schedule to a wireless unit at the same time on their 
respective F-USCH 
0085 2. The wireless unit decodes both F-USCH and 
transmits if either one of them carries a schedule grant for it. 
0.086 3. Both base stations send acknowledgements on 
the F-UCACH. 

0087. 4. The wireless unit treats the transmission as 
successful if either one of the F-UCACH transmissions is 
interpreted as an ACK 
0088 5. Other aspects of the operation are similar to 
normal scheduled operation Thus, the described multiple 
mode data communication system and method along with a 
forward and/or reverse link channel structure provides a 
flexible system to improve throughput of data transmission 
on the reverse link. To do so, the system provides the ability 
to obtain the advantages of both autonomous transmission 
and Scheduling of transmissions over the data channel. In 
providing harmonization between the different approaches, 
the system enables the use of various forms of both 
approaches depending on the embodiment. Wireless units 
can operate in an autonomous mode under base station 
Supervision with wireless unit transmission rate control. The 
second half of the F-UCACH frame can be used for trans 
mission of up-down commands to the wireless units that 
choose the autonomous mode. Fully autonomous operation 
can be provided and restricted to the transmission of 384 bit 
packets (when buffer size is less than 384 bits) at a low rate 
of 9.6 kbps. An autonomous wireless unit can request a 
Switch to scheduled transmission at any time by transmitting 
current buffer status on the R-RUCH. Additionally, a sched 
uled wireless unit can Switch to an autonomous mode of 
operation by transmitting a Zero buffer indication on the 
R-RUCH. Finally, all requests to switch mode can be 
required to be acknowledged and accepted by the base 
Station on the F-UCACH. 

0089. The forward and reverse link channel structure as 
well as the described system has been described for use in 
a 1xEV-DV system for allocating of resources in transmit 
ting data over the reverse link data channel (S-CH). The 
system according to the principles of the present invention 
can be used with different cellular systems and forward 
and/or reverse link which omit and/or add components 
and/or use variations or portions of the described system. 
For example, portions or variations of the described system 
can be implemented to improve throughput on a forward 
link data channel. Moreover, the multiple mode data com 
munication system or portions thereof can be implemented 
using a different forward and/or reverse link control channel 
structure, and the forward and/or reverse link control chan 
nel structure or portions thereof can be used to implement 
other data transmission schemes. Finally, the described 
system is described as a data transmission system but it 
should be understood that aspects of the present invention 
are performed at the receiver of the data. 
0090. It should be understood that the system and por 
tions thereof and of the described system can be imple 
mented in different locations, such as the wireless unit, the 
base station, a base station controller and/or mobile Switch 
ing center. Moreover, processing circuitry required to imple 
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ment and use the described system can be implemented in 
application specific integrated circuits, software-driven pro 
cessing circuitry, firmware, programmable logic devices, 
hardware, discrete components or arrangements of the above 
components as would be understood by one of ordinary skill 
in the art with the benefit of this disclosure. What has been 
described is merely illustrative of the application of the 
principles of the present invention. Those skilled in the art 
will readily recognize that these and various other modifi 
cations, arrangements and methods can be made to the 
present invention without strictly following the exemplary 
applications illustrated and described herein and without 
departing from the spirit and Scope of the present invention. 

1. (canceled) 
2. A method for communicating in a wireless network, the 

method comprising: 
selecting, by a mobile station, at least one first scheduling 

base station for scheduling wireless data transmissions 
by the mobile station, the at least one first scheduling 
base station being part of an active set of base stations 
associated with the mobile station. 

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising: 
transmitting wireless data signals to the at least one 

Selected first scheduling base station. 
4. The method of claim 3, further comprising: 
receiving, at the mobile station, wireless transmissions 

from at least one second base station in the active set of 
base stations, the receiving step being performed con 
currently with at least one of the selecting and trans 
mitting steps. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the initiating step 
further comprises: 

transmitting a scheduling request to the at least one first 
Scheduling base station in the active set, the scheduling 
request initiating scheduling of wireless transmissions 
at the at least one first scheduling base station. 

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising: 
receiving a scheduling grant at the mobile station, the 

Scheduling grant identifying the time at which the 
mobile station is scheduled to transmit, and a format of 
the wireless data transmission to be made at the iden 
tified time. 

7. The method of claim 2, wherein the selecting step is 
performed in response to a change from a first active set of 
base stations to a second active set of base stations, the at 
least one first scheduling base station being part of the 
second active set of base stations. 

8. The method of claim 2, wherein the selecting step is 
performed during a soft hand-off procedure. 

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising: 
transmitting, from the mobile station to the at least one 

first scheduling base station, at least a portion of a 
format of the wireless data transmission concurrently 
with the wireless data transmission during the soft 
hand-off procedure. 

10. A method for communicating between a mobile sta 
tion and a base station in a wireless network, the method 
comprising: 

scheduling, at a base station, wireless data transmissions 
from the mobile station in response to a scheduling 
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request received from the mobile station, the base 
station being part of an active set of base stations 
associated with the mobile station. 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the activating step 
is performed after the active set of base stations associated 
with the mobile station has changed from a first active set of 
base stations to a second active set of base stations. 

12. The method of claim 10, wherein the scheduling step 
identifies a time at which the wireless data transmissions 
from the mobile station are to be transmitted or received, and 
the method further comprises: 

receiving wireless data transmissions from the mobile 
station; and 

transmitting the received wireless data transmissions, one 
of the transmitting and receiving steps being performed 
at the scheduled time. 

13. The method of claim 10, further comprising: 
receiving, from the mobile station, at least a portion of a 

format of the wireless data transmission concurrently 
with the wireless data transmission during a soft hand 
off procedure. 

14. The method of claim 10, further comprising: 
transmitting a scheduling grant to the scheduled mobile 

station, the scheduling grant identifying the time at 
which the mobile station is scheduled to transmit, and 
a format of the wireless data transmission to be trans 
mitted at the identified time. 

15. A method for communicating in a wireless network, 
the method comprising: 

initiating, at a mobile station, Scheduling of wireless data 
transmissions at at least one first scheduling base 
station, the wireless data transmissions being wireless 
data transmissions from the mobile station, and the at 
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least one first scheduling base station being part of an 
active set of base stations associated with the mobile 
station. 

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising: 
transmitting wireless data signals to the at least one first 

Scheduling base station after the initiating step. 
17. The method of claim 16, further comprising: 
receiving, at the mobile station, wireless transmissions 

from at least one second base station in the active set of 
base stations, the receiving step being performed con 
currently with at least one of the initiating and trans 
mitting steps. 

18. The method of claim 17, wherein the initiating step 
further comprises: 

transmitting a scheduling request to the at least one first 
Scheduling base station in the active set, the scheduling 
request initiating scheduling of wireless transmissions 
at the at least one first scheduling base station. 

19. The method of claim 15, wherein the initiating step is 
performed in response to a change from a first active set of 
base stations to a second active set of base stations, the at 
least one first scheduling base station being part of the 
second active set of base stations. 

20. The method of claim 15, wherein the initiating step is 
performed during a soft hand-off procedure. 

21. The method of claim 20, further comprising: 
transmitting, from the mobile station to the at least one 

first scheduling base station, at least a portion of a 
format of the wireless data transmission concurrently 
with the wireless data transmission during the soft 
hand-off procedure. 


